Bounds are obtained on the number of subsets in a family of subsets of an n element Set which contains no k pairwise disjoint members. For n = mk and n = mk --1, the bounds are best possible.
a~+~ "3m + 2) j~<~+l ( J can be placed upon f(3, 3m § 2).
In this paper we obtain best upper bounds forf(k, mk) andf(k, mk --1) with k >~ 3 and analogous but apparently not best results for all other k >~ 3 cases. The main results are Theorems 1 and 2. Results in the other cases are presented at the end of the paper.
The main argument is based on the observation that, given Fk,,~ and any partition of n elements into k or more disjoint sets, at least one such set cannot lie in F~.,. If the partition is into more than k sets, then not only must more than one set lie outside of Fk,n, but by redistributing the members of the smallest such set among the others we may be able to construct more sets which lie outside of Fk,,~.
Before proceeding with the argument we note that Theorem 2 is really a corollary of Theorem 1. Given a family F~.m~-i we can, with the addition of an mk-th element, construct a family Fk,,~ with twice as many members by considering the members of Fk.~k-1 and their union with the new element. Obviously then, the best upper bound for f(n, mk --1) cannot exceed half any upper bound for f (k, mk) . This fact yields Theorem 2 from Theorem 1.
Our proof of Theorem 1 will proceed in three steps. We shall first present a general result using the first idea of the next to the last paragraph above. We will then apply this result to obtain certain inequalities on the number of/-element members of Fk., for each 1. The more detailed argument (Lemma 2) making use of the second idea of the paragraph above will then be presented and applied to yield the theorem.
We shall employ the following notations. Let 7r be a partition of the integer n into k or more distinguished parts. Let the size of thej-th part be P~ and let n(zr) = n'/~=lP~!, which is the number of partitions of n elements into k or more distinguished sets with P; elements in the j-th set.
We denote our n element set by S,~. A partition of S,~ will "belong" to 7r if the number of members of its j-th set is Pj. We further say that a partition of Sn belongs to class C~. if exactly j of its sets lie outside of F,~.~. We denote the number of members of Cj which belong to 7r by nj(zr), and set X,.(,r) -----nj(rr)/n(rr); X/Tr) then represents the proportion of partitions of Sn belonging to ~r which contain precisely j sets which are not in
Finally, we let y(j) be the number of j-element subsets of S, which are not in Fk.,~.
The following facts immediately follow.
LEMMA 1. (a) no(,,) = xo(,~) = o.
J=0 j=l
zr is a partition into k + r sets then J(j(zr) : 0 for j<~r.
The first and last statements are the defining property ofFk.n, that no k of its members can be pairwise disjoint. The second follows from the first, and from the definition of the X/s as proportions. The left-hand side of the third statement is the average number of non-members of Fk.,~ among the partitions belonging to zr. This average is, on the right, expressed as the sum over the distinguished parts of zr of the average number of non-members found in each part. The same remarks can 'be verified if zr is a partition of a smaller number than n into k or more distinguished parts.
In the following arguments we set n = ink. If we apply the result (c) above to the partition %, of n into k equal parts, we obtain
y(m)= ~ +-k m J=l
Similar application may be made to other partitions ~-; of particular use to us will be the following partitions and corresponding results: 
We assume below that Fk., is closed upward, that is, any set containing a member of it is also such a member. IfF,~., is maximal in size it will have this property. To each partition of Sn belonging to ~rj we can associate a partition belonging to 7re by combining the first two sets in our given partition. A proportion Xr(7%) of the resulting partitions will belong to Cr. At least a proportion r/k of the partitions belonging to 7r~ associated with partitions belonging to ~-, in C~ will contain an (m --j)-element set not in F~.~. This follows since F~,,~ is upward closed and r/k of the partitions belonging to ~r(e) and C~ will have their first set not in Fk,..
We use this result only for r > j. It tells us that the proportion of partitions belonging to zrj having their (m --])~sets not in Fk,. which are associated with members of C~for r > j is at least r For r ~< j we can do better. We can conclude that all of the (in --j)-element subsets in partitions associated with members of C,. will lie outside F,~.~ except for partitions belonging to ~r~ satisfying the following conditions: The (m :--j)-element set inthe partition must be in Fk.,~ 9 Let thej elements lying in the second set of the partition be added in any way to the r m-element sets in the partition which are not in F~,~ so thateach such set receives at least one element. Then at least one of the resulting (m + 1)-element (or larger) subsets obtained in this way must lie outside of Fk,n.
Corresponding to any such partition belonging to 7r~ we can construct at least j (m + 1)-element sets not in Fk,,~ which consist of one of the j elements of the second set of the partition and one of the m element sets in the partition. [This conclusion follows from the marriage principle. Otherwise we could find a 1-1 mapping from the r m-element sets in the partition outside F~,,~ into j elements in the second set of the partition such that if the image of a set were to be added to the set the resultant (m + 1)-element set would lie in Fk,~ .]
Thus corresponding to each partition P belonging to ~rj which lies in Cr for r ~< j whose first set is in Fk.. we can construct at least j partitions obtained by taking one of thej elements of the second set of P and adding it to one of the m-element sets in P, in which the resulting (m + 1)-element set is not in Fk,.. Now the number of (m + 1)-element sets not in F~.. is y(m + 1), and each can appear in at most We may now compute the number of subsets of S,~ which we know to lie outside F~I . . Our first result was
mk + (mk]~ y(m) ~ --~ (m ) -k \ m ] ~(j
Partitions A and B~ gave rise to the inequalities (m--k + l --j) for allj ~> 0, while from Lemma 2 we have
r=i+l Adding all these results we find that
~1 {mk] 1 mk eo which proves our Theorem 1. The inequalities used here in the first line, and that used to go from the second to the third lines are straightforward to verify for k ~> 3.
Theorem 1 gives rise to a best upper bound since we can take for F~,m~ all sets with (m + 1) or more elements and all those with m elements which do not contain some particular element. For n = km +j with 0 < j < k --1 we can reproduce the arguments above with the conclusion 
(ink l-t-j) --k-(mkm-t-J) --(mk -4-2Jm+ l --k).
Thus, for the case k = 3, j = 1 we find that for all F3,sm+l 3m+1 f(3, 3m -+-1) ~< ,=~+, (3m ? 1) -l-~l(3m 2 1), while the maximum realizable value of f(3, 3m -b 1) appears to be the except that the fraction 1/3 appearing above is replaced by m/(3m + 1).
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